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Why FSI matters
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} The great confuser – hadron mfp ~ fm means ‘large’ (A 
dep) changes in both topology and kinematic distributions
} when only muon detected (Pion production followed by pion 

absorption mimics quasielastic included in CC0p signal)
} Hadrons change energy/angle through scattering (+additional p,n..)
} Charged→neutral through charge exchange (+additional p,n..)

} Too few studies with n or e beams – initial vs. final state 
} LAr detectors important for low thresholds

} Most data from other facilities
} Pion, proton beams from 1970’s, 1980’s
} More recent work coming from ProtoDUNE

} Theorists tend to avoid the subject due to the complexity



Overview
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} Semi-classical treatments important since 1960’s because 
full quantum calculation not possible (then and now)
} Many consequences – good (simple, flexible) and bad (can’t be right)
} Impressive success describing data, even pA at peak of D(1232)
} Many efforts have been made to add nuclear corrections

} Various versions available (and not)
} Peanut (FLUKA) has quantum-like corrections
} Transport (GiBUU) has significant nuclear modifications
} Salcedo, Oset has density-dependent nuclear mods (p), basis for 

most event generator models today (NEUT, NuWro, GENIE hN)
} GEANT, INCL++ have evaporation, coalescence (low 

energy, hi A)



Model Overview
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} Empirical
} GENIE hA (much better agreement with data than expected)
} True impulse approx. (IA) – nucleon as free – good for KE>~500 

MeV
} Semi-empirical

} Oset pA, Pandharipande/Pieper NN – adds medium corrections
} Both are in GENIE hN and NuWro
} NEUT has new pN tuning (Pinzon et al.)
} GEANT – has many processes, but also many odd approximations

} Semi-quantum
} Fluka – not available
} GiBUU – strong, consistent medium effects
} INCL++ - solid theory basis (Cugnon), has evaporation, 

coalescence



Past standard
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} Salcedo, Oset main choice
} Some medium effects with density dependence
} Pauli blocking
} Moderate agreement with a lot of data

} GENIE hA (GENIE default for now)
} Data-driven – hadron-nucleus xs is input
} Fits a lot of data well beyond inputs
} Intrinsically reweightable
} No density dependent medium corrections  



GENIE FSI strategy
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} For better comparisons, goal always for 2 codes which are 
compatible with neutrino and electron beam codes.
} hN is Intranuclear Cascade (INC, common in generators) and hA is 

data driven/simplified version (unique)
} hA is fully reweightable, very fast
} Both are somewhat fit to hadron-nucleus data. 

} Advances slow, come when manpower available (Pitt 
undergrads, Tomek Golan, Madagascar PhD students)

} As of now, includes pions, K+, p, and n
} INCL++, GEANT4 introduced in v3.2 (external packages)

} All 4 FSI models in GENIE use same interface
} See Eur. Phys. J. ST 230, 4449-4467 (2021) for v3.2 



GENIE comparison tools (hadrons)
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} Large database of data with p, 
p, n, K+ beams
} Major source is BNL ENDL 

repository
} Comparisons

} Gevgen_hadron is GENIE version 
for hadron-nucleus 
} Uses any of the 4 GENIE models

} Code to start simulations for any 
probe, nucleus – can be based on 
data, e.g. p+ Ni to match
McKeown data.

} Code to make a plot comparing
simulation with data



Some validation plots
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} Mainly total reaction cross section
} NEUT has best agreement by fitting pN cross section to these data

} GENIE also uses double differential cross sections
} Minimal tuning, mainly use a model
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Problems I - neutrons
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FIG. 8: Apparent 1/� of the particle causing the neutron candidates, expressed as a fraction of the speed of light. Data are
shown with statistical uncertainties only; the simulation is shown with systematic uncertainties. Bins with very large data
statistical uncertainties are not shown.

bin with zero candidates. In contrast to the QE-rich pan-
els, there is no sensitivity to these multinucleon e↵ects in
the other panels; all reactions produce similar numbers
of neutrons after FSI. Variations of RPA and 2p2h pro-
cesses are the same size as the uncertainty bands in those
panels.

A di↵erent way to summarize the subdivision of the
data: neutrino model details in Fig. 10 are orthogonal
to the neutron details in the previous figures. Modifi-
cations to the QE and 2p2h models show up in QE-rich
region here while the excess of neutrons distorts all six
panels similarly. The opposite happens in the previous
figures; distortions of the spectra due to neutron produc-
tion details are evident, but modifications to the 2p2h
and QE models are largely flat with neutron candidate
time, position, and speed.

What is desirable is to tune the neutron model to the
dip and �-rich regions, a common technique when there
are sidebands to a signal selection. Such a tune would
correct and constrain the mismodeled neutron e↵ects in
the multinucleon sensitive distributions. Though we do
not directly have tunable parameters, a simplified ver-
sion is obtained by remaking the distributions while ap-
plying the benchmark modifications to GEANT4 (third
row) and GENIE (bottom row). The resulting dip and
�-rich regions are now consistent with uncertainties for
0 < q3 < 0.4 GeV/c. The GEANT4 modification pro-
duces better distributions for 0.4 < q3 < 0.8 GeV/c, per-

haps overcorrecting, while the GENIE modification pro-
duces mild improvement that does not go far enough.
Both roughly mimic the behavior of these benchmarks in
the energy, time, position, and speed distributions.

The benchmark modifications also reduce the prepon-
derance of simulated neutron candidates in the QE-rich
signal region. This enables further interpretation of the
presence of multinucleon e↵ects and other unsimulated
processes. Especially in the leftmost two bins in the
lower two rows of panels, the modified simulations now
have a 6% to 8% underprediction of events with one neu-
tron candidate and an overprediction of events with none.
This is roughly two times the combined e↵ects of our cur-
rent RPA, 2p2h multinucleon models and all systematic
uncertainties. In both cases, the resulting new predic-
tions hint the data want even more 2p2h interactions or
RPA screening than the reference MnvGENIE-v1.1 sim-
ulation.

Sideband tuning usually takes a poor model and im-
proves it before extracting the physics quantities of pri-
mary interest. In this case, it takes what was naively a
reasonable description in the QE-rich sample and indi-
cates disagreement beyond the available multinucleon ef-
fect models. However, all the relative trends (not shown)
of the whole sample in energy, distance, time, and speed
shown in previous figures are also present for the QE-
rich sample, suggesting that the sideband adjustment
will succeed and the new disagreement is a robust ob-

M. B. Avanzini, et al. 
``Comparisons 
and challenges of 
modern neutrino-
scattering 
experiments 
(TENSIONS 2019 
report),'' Phys. Rev. 
D 105 (2022) 9, 
092004

M. Elkins [MINERvA] et al., Phys. 
Rev. D100, 052002 (2019)

Top: fraction of energy in final state from neutrals
Bottom: fraction of energy in FS due to neutron

Plots from S. 
Gardiner



Problems II – low energy particles
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} Called vertex activity in 
some experiments

} Nucleons, nucleon  
clusters, photons

} None are in old 
standard

} Although GENIE v3 FSI 
was better than v2, not 
optimal



INCL – new standard?
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} Cugnon, David, Mancusi…   
Phys Rev
} Better nuclear model (nucleons 

in local potential)
} Plot below, similar to LFG w/o 

correlations
} Emission of g, 2H, 4He…
} Handles p, N (p and n), not K
} Implemented in GENIE Eur. 

Phys. J. ST 230, 4449-4467 
(2021) and NuWro
[arXiv:2202.10402 [hep-ph]]
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FIG. 2: Momentum distribution of neutrons in the
nucleus for NuWro SF and RFG and INCL nuclear

models (shape comparison).

cleus, according to the INCL nuclear model shown in
Fig. 4, while in the NuWro SF model, there is no intrinsic
position-momentum correlation for the target neutrons.
Still, as shown in Fig. 3, the chosen INCL neutron tends
to be at smaller radius with respect to the general neu-
tron distribution in INCL: this is due to the fact that the
momentum-vector (and not the momentum magnitude)
is used to find the INCL neutron which best matches
the NuWro neutron. In order to check that the results
on FSI characterization are robust against the approxi-
mations of the simulation procedure above and, more in
general, against assumptions on the initial state nuclear
model, similar studies are also performed using Relativis-
tic Fermi Gas and using a simulation representing the
INCL nuclear model in the initial state. This is discussed
in Appendix A.

In the factorized models considered here, the FSI inter-
action cannot change the fundamental neutrino-nucleus
interaction cross section. Thus for all studies presented
here the NuWro cross section from SF (or from RFG for
the results in Appendix A) is considered.

The procedure to match NuWro and INCL models de-
scribed above has been made possible by the high-level
of modularity of Monte Carlo implementations. It also
opens the road to possible further improvement of FSI
modeling into such simulation programs.

IV. ANALYSIS STRATEGY

In this section, the analysis strategy to compare and
characterize the FSI e↵ects in INCL and NuWro models
is described.

Various channels are possible, depending on the par-
ticles leaving the nucleus: their probability is quantified
in the two models. The FSI e↵ects on the leading pro-
ton are then characterized by comparing its kinematics
before and after FSI. Additionally, the Single Transverse
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FIG. 3: Position distribution in INCL of the neutrons
chosen to match the SF neutron simulated in NuWro

and of the other neutrons in the nucleus (shape
comparison).

Variables (STV), as introduced in Ref. [21], are stud-
ied and compared between the two models. Resolution
e↵ects or thresholds are not applied in the results of
Sec. VA and some of the studied variables are not ob-
servable experimentally. Comparison to data is deferred
to Section VI, where direct comparison to STV measure-
ments from T2K [75] and MINERvA [76] are shown. In
this case, acceptance cuts are applied to match the phase
space covered by the two experiments.
The study focuses on the following STV:

�↵T = arccos
� ~pµT · �~pT
pµT · �pT

|� ~pT | = | ~ppT + ~pµT |
(2)

where ~ppT is the component of the proton momentum
projected into the plane transverse to the neutrino direc-
tion (transverse component) and ~pµT is the transverse
component of the muon momentum. The illustration of
the STV definition is presented in Fig. 5. The variable
� ~pT could be considered as the “missing transverse mo-
mentum” and, in absence of FSI in quasi-elastic events,
it represents the Fermi motion of the initial nucleon.
The variable �↵T is especially sensitive to the FSI of the
leading proton. In transparent events (where the proton
leaves the nucleus without FSI), the �↵T distribution de-
pends only on the stochastic Fermi motion of the initial
neutron and therefore is expected to be uniform. FSI
tends to decrease the proton transverse momentum, in-
ducing larger values of missing transverse momentum and
�↵T .
The production of clusters is an important novelty

brought by INCL: no other cascade model used within
neutrino studies is able to simulate cluster production.
Not only the kinematics of the simulated clusters but
also their identification probability in scintillating detec-
tors is studied. To simulate clusters’ interactions in-



GENIE study for 2 GeV nµ Ar
(mostly p production)
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} PhD thesis of Narisoa
Vololonaina (Madagascar)

} Test FSI models – hA , hN, 
INCL++, and Geant4

16 Will be inserted by the editor
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Fig. 10. Photon kinetic energy distributions from a simulation of 2 GeV ⌫µ
40Ar focusing

on low energy responses for INCL and Geant4. The gamma mode is not included in either
hN or hA models.

short and long baseline experiments. GENIE has the mission to support the global ex-
perimental neutrino program and the emergence of the field of high-energy neutrino
astronomy [86–88], as well as the FASER⌫ [89] and SHiP [90] projects at CERN,
generated the demand for accurate GENIE simulations of high energy neutrino in-
teractions, beyond what was available through extrapolations of its model geared
towards medium energies. To address this demand, a new HEDIS GENIE package
was created [91], implementing high-energy cross section calculation and event gen-
eration modules. A new series of new CMC (GHE19 00a, GHE19 00b and GHE19 00d)
using alternative HEDIS configurations were constructed. These new CMCs can be
applied strictly for neutrino energies above 100 GeV, and have been tested up to 1
EeV5.

The current HEDIS package includes several scattering mechanisms relevant for
high energy neutrinos: deep inelastic scattering (DIS) o↵ nucleons and sub-leading
resonant DIS e↵ects due to neutrino interactions with the photon field of the nucleon
[91]. Where possible, changes were implemented through a new generalised interface
for structure function calculations. Generally, for DIS scattering o↵ gluons and quarks,
in the perturbative regime, the structure functions F ⌫N

i factorise in terms of process-
dependent coe�cients C⌫

i,a and process-independent PDFs fN
a as follows

F
⌫N
i (x,Q2) =

X

a=g,q

Z 1

x

dz

z
C

⌫
i,a

⇣
x

z
,Q

2
⌘
f
N
a

�
z,Q

2
�

where the coe�cients C
⌫
i,a can be computed in perturbation theory as a power ex-

pansion in the strong coupling constant ↵s. The evolution of PDFs is determined
by the DGLAP equations and structure functions are computed using the APFEL

program [92]. The main NLO DIS calculation implemented in HEDIS is the BGR18

[93] model (GHE19 00a). In the BGR18 calculation, all inputs are at NLO accuracy.
PDF sets are taken from the NNPDF3.1sx [94] global analysis of collider data, in-
corporating (through PDF reweighting) the impact of LHCb D-meson production in
pp collisions (small-x PDF constraints beyond the kinematic range of HERA data)
[95–97]. The calculation is using the FONLL scheme [98] to account for quark mass
e↵ects. In addition to BGR18, the CMS11 [99] and GGHR20 [91] NLO DIS cal-
culations is also implemented in HEDIS for reference (GHE19 00b and GHE19 00d,
respectively). Figure 11 shows the prediction of the total cross section per nucleon for

5 Small-x resummation e↵ects are relevant for E>1EeV [92] and they are not included in
these CMCs.
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Fig. 7. Distributions for ⇡+, total ⇡+ reaction cross section for carbon compared to world
data [85] (left) and inclusive ⇡+ kinetic energy distribution from 2 GeV ⌫µ

40Ar (right). In
each case, results from all 4 models described in the text are shown.

Fig. 8. Neutron distributions from a simulation of 2 GeV ⌫µ
40Ar, kinetic energy (left) and

multiplicity (right). In each case, results from all 4 models described in the text are shown.

Fig. 9. Left: Neutron (left) and proton (right) kinetic energy distributions from a simulation
of 2 GeV ⌫µ

40Ar focusing on low energy responses, in each case, results from all 4 models
described in the text are shown. Results from INCL++ and Geant4 models described in the
text are shown.
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Plots - quantities very sensitive to FSI
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} All comparisons with only FSI changing (new)
} daT from NuWro compared to T2K data (left)
} low energy p & n from 2 GeV nµ Ar in GENIE (right)
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FIG. 18: Top to bottom: NuWro SF comparison to T2K data; INCL + NuWro SF comparison to T2K data;
comparison of NuWro, INCL + NuWro SF and data; ratio of NuWro SF and INCL + NuWro SF models of QE

channel. Left: �↵T , right: �pT
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Transparency – new validation method?
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} Transparency measures probability of escape 
} Direct measure of what we need for FSI in n or e interactions
} In fact, that is the way transparency is measured

} All validation done now with hadron-nucleus interactions
} If mean free path (MFP) is small, this is dominated by surface

Jan 
Sobczyk

Hadron beam Hadron production



Transparency theory vs. experiment - protons
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} Many experiments 
with electrons for 
proton and pion 
transparency, 
mostly at high 
energies.

} Recent theory 
studies aimed at 
needs of neutrino 
community

} All proton 
transparency here  

5

FIG. 1. Angular distributions of the proton yield as mea-
sured in the E91-013 experiment at JLAB. Points represent
data from Ref. [35] with the convention presented in Ref. [42].
Lines are results computed with SF in NuWro. �✓p = 0 cor-
responds to the free proton target case. Both distributions
are normalized to the same area.

of interaction points inside the nucleus is the same and
given by the nucleus density profile.

A main challenge is to reproduce experimental situa-
tions with complete information on the kinematics and
applied cuts. For every kinematical setup we ran a simu-
lation with the neutrino beam energy equal to Ee. Then,
the energy Ee0 and the in-plane angle ✓e0 for the out-
going electron/neutrino were fixed around the central
value of the spectrometer. Analogically, the momentum
pp and the in-plane angle ✓p for the knocked-out proton
were fixed. As in all the experiments the electron and
proton spectrometers are set in-plane, the out-of-plane
angles were fixed to the same value �e0 = �p. The
exclusive cross section formula is symmetric with re-
spect to the rotation of the system, hence only the rela-
tive out-of-plane angle between the electron and proton
plays a role, here set to �e0p = 0. All of the variables
Ee0 , ✓e0 , pp, ✓p,�e0p were fixed with the accuracy provided
by the spectrometers’ energetic or angular acceptance,
namely �Ee0 ,�✓e0 ,�pp,�✓p,��e0p = ��e0 +��p. On
the top of those cuts, additional conditions were imposed
using the information about the variables Em, |~pm|. The
beam energies and central spectrometers values for every
setup can be found in Tab. I, while the acceptances and
the cuts on missing variables are put into Tab. II.

In order to establish a proper framework for comparing
nuclear transparency results with experiment, we tested
di↵erent ways of modeling the initial nuclear state in
NuWro. The SF- and LFG-based simulations were com-
pared with exclusive properties of the knocked-out pro-
tons that were reported by the E91-013 experiment at
JLAB. As can be seen in Fig. 1, SF in NuWro is able
to accurately reproduce a measured shape of the angular
distributions of knocked-out protons. The angular de-
pendence of transparency reproduces a general flat shape
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FIG. 2. Nuclear transparency as a function of an outgoing
proton momentum. Lines represent results obtained with
NuWro 19.02 using SF for carbon and iron targets. Experi-
mental points come from experimental papers mentioned in
the text.

that can be seen in Fig. 2. of Ref. [34] with su�cient pre-
cision. On the other hand, the angular distributions of
the measured yield of protons for the LFG-based simu-
lations is peaked too strongly around the central value,
what leads to the overestimation of the proton trans-
parency. Due to its simplicity, LFG model fails to prop-
erly predict the exclusive kinematics, what is a prerequi-
site in reliable nuclear transparency studies.
We conclude that only NuWro simulations that uses SF

as the model for the initial nuclear state can give reliable
results in comparison with exclusive electron scattering
experiments. Unfortunately, such conclusion imposes a
limitation on the nuclear targets that can be simulated,
as the hole spectral functions are available only for a
limited number of nuclei making impossible an estimate
of the A-dependence of nuclear transparency in NuWro.
The only targets that can be compared with the trans-
parency measurements are 12C and 56Fe.

IV. RESULTS

In Fig. 2 the transparency results for carbon and iron
are shown together with data points from several experi-
ments. In experimental papers, transparency is discussed
as a function of Q2 but this variable can be translated
into average proton momentum. The transparency curve
has a characteristic shape reproduced in all theoretical
computations: a saturation at larger values of proton mo-
mentum and a decline in the region of ⇠ 1 GeV/c. Sat-
uration can be explained by a roughly constant value of
total free nucleon-nucleon cross sections for larger values
of the incident nucleon momentum. A region of trans-
parency decline comes from a complicated interplay of
various nuclear e↵ects and is the most di�cult to model.
NuWro results for carbon reproduce the transparency

Niewczas, Sobczyk
Phys. Rev. C100, 
015505 (2019)
NuWro compare 

Isaacson et al.
Phys. Rev. C103, 015502 (2021)
NN correlations 
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Pion transparency 
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} No data for pion 
transparency at Tp<~1 
GeV

} Significant model 
dependence

} Focus on Isaacson vs. 
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sreac vs. transparency
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} sreac most common
} Transparency has new 

sensitivities (NN corr, 
formation zone…)

} Best practice is to use 
both pieces of data

} Better data needed
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Summary+outlook
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} Significant progress recently
} More models in GENIE – INCL++, GEANT4
} More comparisons, e.g. transparency
} Low energy hadrons, pions show strong model dependence (INCL 

best)
} No data for pion transparency at Tp<~1 GeV, proton 

transparency data not sufficient; sreac improvement needed
} New e4n data will have important impact 

} Significant model dependence remains
} FSI would be good candidate for theory interface
} Next frontier – Sato-Lee-Nakamura (DCC)

} Unified model with ~complete hN and NN (no medium corrections)
} New Madagascar student implementing pN, hN, KL, and KS



FSI has different meanings (unfortunate)
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} Inclusive
} What theorists often do
} Empirical shift in w
} Double counting?

} Semi-inclusive (e.g.
Udias)

} Good theory solution
} Mainly attenuation

due to proton ‘abs’

} Complete final state! 
(this talk)

} What experiments 
demand!

} Cascade does it all with 
approximations (free xs
with corrections)

Real 
potential

imaginary 
potential

Iterative 2-body 
interactions



Problems III – pion production
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} This is related to FSI because this is major source of hadrons 
at DUNE.

} Much attention to QE, much less to pion production
} Commonly no medium effects (studied with pion data) 
} Models in US derived in 1980s (Rein Sehgal uses constituent quarks)
} MAID advances in form factors not implemented except GiBUU
} Imperfect nonresonant processes (often scaled DIS model – BY)
} No nonresonant/resonance interference (Kabirnizhad 1pi in NEUT)



IEAE study detail – double different xs
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} p+Fe→n+X
} 800 MeV
} Many angles

} GEANT4 and 
INCL+Abla07
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Focus on transparency (pC)
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} Isaacson et al. vs. 
Dytman et al. (plot from 
Jan Sobczyk)

} Core of standard cascade 
vs. their full result (cyl
QMC)
} Treatment of NN corr
} difference in stepping
} NN cross sections

} Very interesting to  
disentangle dependences


